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NEEL 47
MULTIHULL OF
THE YEAR 2020

The trimaran NEEL 47 has been elected the Multihull of the Year 2020, in the
40 to 50 foot category, organised by the magazine Multihulls World and the organisers
of the International Multihull Show, and awarded half by the magazine and the
organisers and half by the public (over 10,000 voters).
It is a great honour and satisfaction for NEEL-TRIMARANS to see its efforts rewarded
in this way and its passion for developing new models encouraged.
NEEL-TRIMARANS would like to congratulate and thank all those who have
contributed to this victory: the public, the organizers of the prize, the employees of
NEEL-TRIMARANS, the Marc Lombard Design architectural firm, the owners who
have put their trust in the brand.
This is a great reward for NEEL-TRIMARANS, which has been working for 10 years
to design and produce quality, innovative and high-performance trimarans.
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The success of the NEEL 47 is based on the successful combination of an unusual
and comfortable living space on board, with unequalled nautical performance
and passage at sea.
This model is distinguished by its innovative layout, with its Cockloon (registered
trademark of NEEL-TRIMARANS), which harmoniously combines the cockpit and the
saloon to create this unique half-indoor, half-outdoor, single-storey living space.
The Full Beam Cockpit (registered trademark) with its generous dimensions is a real
call to conviviality. The original layout of an independent suite in each starboard and
port float makes cohabitation on board particularly harmonious.
Finally, the owner has his cabin on the same level and his XXL bathroom.
It is the ideal travel boat, spacious, comfortable, safe and maneuverable with a
small crew.

Since its launch, the success of the NEEL 47 has been confirmed, and about thirty
owners have already placed their orders with NEEL-TRIMARANS.
NEEL TRIMARANS is consolidating its position as world leader in cruising
trimarans.

The NEEL-TRIMARANS shipyard celebrates this year its 10th anniversary, with a
range of 4 sailing boats (NEEL 45, NEEL 47, NEEL 51 and NEEL 65).
At the beginning of 2021, the first motor trimaran, the LEEN 56, will be launched.
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